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controlled by the operator with
the X30, to steer the drill and
air seeder tank around corners.
The operator selects a left or
right turn to guide the drill.
To gain a real appreciation

for the innovation of the 3420
Series TransFold system, see
the Bourgault Video channel
link on the home page of
www.power farming.com.au
for a short demonstration. 
Another design benefit of

the 3420 PHD is its ability to
contour in undulating paddock
conditions. The rear walking
wheels are actually positioned
between the second and third
rows, shortening the effective
contour depth. Contouring is
further enhanced by the six-
plex frame construction. 
Whereas the main frame of a

traditional drill is solid, the
3420 incorporates an additional
hinge about the centre, that is
supported with a pair of
380/55R22.5 wheels. 
Despite the incredible width,

row spacing as their existing
3320 Paralink Hoe Drills along
with a new 380mm (15-in) layout.
All models are available in

either Quick Depth Adjust
(QDA) or eXtra Terrain
Contouring configurations and
with Mid Row Banders.
The unique difference of the

30.5m (100ft) and 24.4m (80ft)
3420 Series is the TransFold
fold back system, a design that
provides a 5.6m (18.2ft) wide
transport package that is 
narrower than most wheeled
4WD tractors. 
All the functions of the drill

are controlled using an X30
Apollo touch control monitor
system. 
To fold, simply enter the fold

wizard within the X30 and it
guides you through the
process. The total time to fold
or unfold is under 5 minutes
and the operator never has to
leave the cab. 
The back four sets of 3420

transport wheels can also be

flexibility, with a system
Bourgault call KNEX. This
allows reconfiguration by use
of transfer ports for product
between tanks. 
But that’s not all, the 7700

also has an internal “Flex
Tank” for even more versatility,
along with in-tank cameras
with a colour monitor and LED
in-tank lights. 
Air seeder control is provided

with a full colour Linux based
X30 Apollo touch screen 
console that is now standard
on all 7000 series models.  
Linked through a GPS

receiver, the X30 Apollo can
perform monitoring and 
controller functions with full
Variable Rate Control (VRC) 
of up to 6 products; either
granular or liquids.  
This drive system also

allows for almost instant, on
the go changes to seed and 
fertiliser rates automatically
maintaining accuracy when
using map based prescription
variable rate control.   
This well crafted system also

allows for synchronised rate
adjustments when combined
with Bourgault’s advanced
Auto Section Control (ASC)
system.
Utilising the GPS generated

coverage map, the X30 also
identifies when one of the drill
sections is going to overlap.  
Coupling the Bourgault 7700

air seeder to the 3420 Series
Paralink Hoe Drill gives a
grower or contractor the 
perfect seed rig combination.
The Bourgault 3420 Series

Paralink Hoe Drill deserves the
title of Power Farming Planter
of the Year 2017. �

With a drilling width
out to 30.5m (100ft)
incorporating precise

seed placement along with 
perfect paddock balance and a
fast drill rate. All topped off with
a unique fold down system that
offers a 5.6m (18.2ft) wide and
5m (16.6ft) high transport pack.
The Power Farming Planter

of the Year 2017 – is the
Bourgault 3420 Series Paralink
Hoe Drill. 
Bourgault had for many

years recognised there would
be demand for a larger drill
but only if acceptable transport
dimensions could be achieved.  
Then up steps Terry Friggstad,

and in his hand was the 
conceptual design for a 30.5m
(100ft) drill that folded down
to 5.6m (18.2ft) wide for 
transport – it was to be the
next generation of seed drills.
Once Bourgault reviewed

the design, their engineering
team took on the task of 
translating Terry’s concept into

a full-scale working prototype.
The unit was first tested 
extensively in 2013.  
Bourgault’s designers and

fabricators continued through
2014 and early 2015 with four
prototype units rigorously 
testing and closely monitoring
not only the unit’s ability to
fold into and out of transport,
but also for seeding consistency
and frame resilience. 
Over 5 years of development

and 4 years of paddock testing,
units were put through more
than 100 hours of bounce track
testing, 10000 transport turns
and well over 2000 fold
sequences to ensure the
design was durable and reliable.
Despite its great size, the

design does not compromise
on agronomic principles. 
The wide working width

achieves high productivity
while maintaining ideal seeding
speeds.
Bourgault offer the same

254 or 305mm (10 or 12-in)
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the 3420 will easily follow the
paddock dips and draws. 
The flotation achieved by

the 3420 comes from a unique
design of the TreadLite system;
it comprises of independent
21.5 x 16.1SL rear wheels that
fold down in paddock position. 
The TreadLite system then

contours independently of the
rest of the frame, providing
constant down pressure. 
This down pressure is 

factory set, based on drill 
configuration, to ensure 
optimal load balance between
the front, in-frame, and
TreadLite wheels. 
In addition, six 21.5x16.1SL

caster wheels at the front
ensure this immense drill
keeps working even in 
challenging ground conditions.
North American farmers

favour adding an air seeder like
the Bourgault 7700, to complete
their seed rig with a perfect 
balance of size and versatility.
With a 24,630-litre capacity

the 7700 is one of four tow
behind 7000 series models the
company has developed so far. 
Similar in concept and 

specification to the smaller
7550 as well as the giant 7950
and 71300 tow behind models
the 7700 model has carved out
a niche for itself as the best
seller for Bourgault in their
Australian 7000 Series range. 
The 7700 air seeder has up

to four metered internal 
compartments plus an optional
1400-litre Saddle Tank that is
ideally suited to small seeds. 
These air seeders are able to

deal with multiple product 
configurations with ease.
They utilise full inter-tank

Bourgault’s 24,630 litre capacity 7700 airseeder is the perfect partner to the 3420 Series planter
to extract top productivity and performance and has itself already carved out a strong following as
the top-selling Bourgault Air-seeder model in their Australian 7000 Series range
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Bourgault has delivered the most
advanced seed placement ever with
the 3420 Series Paralink Hoe Drill and
in the process can offer drilling width
out to 30.5m (100ft) along with perfect
paddock balance and a fast drill rate.
All topped off with a unique fold down
system that offers a 5.6m (18.2ft) wide
and 5m (16.6ft) high transport package

Bourgault 3420-100



Bourgault 3420 Paralink Hoe Drill

Bourgault’s Series 3420 Paralink Hoe Drill 

includes the 3420-100 at 30.5m (100ft) and

the 3420-80 at 24.4m (80ft) with a choice of

the “Quick Depth Adjust” configuration or the

eXtra Terrain Contouring 1:1 opener assembly.

These models can be configured with either

254mm (10-in), 305mm (12-in) or 380mm (15-in)

opener spacing, double shoot or single 

shoot as well as with or without Bourgault’s

Mid-Row Banders (MRB).  The 380mm (15-in)

spacing was designed specifically for local

Australian growers  
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That unit transported at
about 5.8m (19ft) high and
8.5m (28ft) wide so Terry knew
it needed some re-development.
Terry describes the evolution of
fold back drill design over the
years. 
“When Flexi-Coil bought out
Friggstad Manufacturing, I
continued to experiment with
transport systems, eventually
developing the fold back style
with the opener field behind a
main boom.  
When I left CNH I thought I
had tried about all the different
ways to do it… but as it often
happens, when you have a
clean sheet of paper, you can
discover a new approach that
is totally different and away
you go.”  
In 2011, armed with just a
few drawings and a scale
model Terry approached
Bourgault Industries in the
hope of incorporating his 
concept into a new Bourgault
seed drill.  
Those early beginnings led

The Power Farming Planter
of the Year 2017 – is 
the Bourgault 3420 Series

Paralink Hoe Drill. 
At its launch during
Canada’s Farm Progress Show
in Regina, Saskatchewan, in
June 2015 it was already 
evident that Bourgault had a
hit on its hands. 
A steady stream of growers
was drawn to gaze at
Bourgault’s surprising new
development, the 30.5m (100')
3420 Paralink Hoe Drill that
folded down to just 5.6m (18.2ft)
for transport.  
Growers were also won over
by the demonstrations showing
how this massive drill was
capable of transforming to
only 5.6m (18.2ft) wide and 5m
(16.6ft) high for transport.
Equally impressive was the
drill’s ability to manage transport
turns and approaches with 
relative ease using its unique
steering system.  
What followed from grower
input from their first viewing

was the request for a slightly
smaller wingspan. 
The company obliged and
followed up a year later with a
second model in the range, a
24.4m (80ft) 3420 that carries all
the same durable construction
and ingenuity of the 30.5m
(100ft) 3420-100 design. 
Fast forward to 2017 and
local growers and contractors
will now get to see what all the
fuss is about when the 24.4m
(80ft) model gets its first outing
in Australia at Bourgault’s
Product Expo to be held at
their new facility in Albury NSW
on the 27 and 28 of June 2017.  
It’s fair to say the advantages
that the 3420 series Paralink
Hoe Drill offers is a major shift
in seeding technology and this
is mainly because of its high
productivity and ease of use.  
In true Bourgault style, the
company has purposefully
staged the technology roll out
slowly.
This was to ensure that the
drills performed to the high 

standards that Bourgault
expects of all its products.
In 2017, the two 3420
Paralink Hoe Drill models will
be available in Australia with
all their current options.   
This includes the 3420-100 at
30.5m (100ft) and the 3420-80
at 24.4m (80ft). 
Both will be offered with a
choice of either the “Quick Depth
Adjust configuration” or the
“eXtra Terrain Contouring” 1:1
opener assembly.   
They can be configured with
either 254mm (10-in), 305mm
(12-in) or 380mm (15-in) opener
spacing, double shoot or single
shoot as well as with or 
without Bourgault’s Mid-Row
Banders (MRB).  
The 380mm (15-in) spacing
was included in the original
design on a standard layout
specifically for the requirements
of local growers, cementing
the seal of trust and respect
Bourgault has developed in its
quest to become the number
one planter sales leader here.  

The drills offer Bourgault’s
LiftMASTER headland control
as standard with automatic 
lifting and lowering of the
openers on the headland
reducing operator fatigue.  
Choose from four different
packer wheel options and the
new PackMASTER drill control
function. This helps achieve
uniform packing pressure,
especially useful across varying
paddock conditions.   
Double row-lock-up is another
recent introduction where a
hydraulic lockout option creates
a double width spacing across
the closed row spacing. 
With this option, the
hydraulic plumbing on the
PHD opener circuit allows
every second opener to
remain in the raised position.  
The operator then installs a
simple and easy to fit secondary
tower cap thus effectively 
creating a double-width row
spacing.
Now a 254mm (10-in),
spaced planter can seed on a
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Most power Deutz-Fahr TTV trac-
tor with ZF’s Eccom stepless
transmission is now the 7250 TTV
with up to 175kW (238hp) for
draft work and 193kW (263hp) for
pto and transport operations

to five years of development,
testing and design work with
multiple prototypes completing
more than 2,000 folds, 10,000
transport turns, 2,000 ditch
crossings and 20,000 paddock
hectares.
In transport, the super 
compact folded dimensions
greatly reduce stress when
travelling along tight roads or
encountering driveways and
intersections, low powerlines
and trees.  
On-farm storage is easier as
well when maneuvering in 
and around tight buildings.
Topcon’s X30 Apollo system is
used to control both the
TransFold and transport 
steering functions.  
The TransFold system is
common to both the 4-plex
24.4m (80ft) and the 6-plex
30.5m (100ft) models. 
Fitting into a transport 
envelope of 5.6m (18.2ft) wide
and 5m (16.6ft) high the 
3420-80 and 3420-100 is 37 per
cent narrower and 18 per cent

508mm (20-in) row spacing.
What was a 305mm (12-in)
spaced planter can seed on a
610mm (24-in) row spacing. 
Further developments for
2018 will include an option for
a Leading tank (tow between). 
Of equal importance to
growers is that the 3420 Series
Drills will accept most of the
extensive range of aftermarket
seed boots and points already
available from local makers,
those that have already been
developed to suit the 3320
Series Paralink Hoe Drills.
As we look for more of the
story behind the 3420 Paralink
Hoe Drill development, we
begin to find just what makes it
so special.
The revolutionary design
used in the TransFold system
of the 3420 was the brainchild
of designer Terry Friggstad;
something of a legend in the
seeding equipment industry.  
In fact, Terry and his family
were planting with a 24m (80ft)
wide cultivator back  in 1978. 

lower than an equivalent
Bourgault 3320-80 Paralink
Hoe Drill.  The 3420 folded
dimensions become similar to
that of a 12m (40ft) standard
fold drill.
The smart part is that the
TransFold system follows a
step by step procedure that
takes less than three minutes
to complete. 
This is all controlled
through the X30 Apollo full
colour touch screen controller
using the TransFold Wizard.  
The wizard takes the operator
through the folding sequences
step by step with instructions
on screen and only provides
access to control functions
related to that particular step.  
From paddock position the
first step is to raise the small
wings inside the front hitch
and TreadLite tyres.   
Next the front and rear locks
are disengaged and the rear
tow hitch tyre is lowered to
support the hitch during the
fold.  

A hydraulically controlled TreadLite
flotation system applies a constant
down force on each of two 21.5x16
wheels at the rear of the drill. The
TreadLite wheels contour up and
down independently over uneven
terrain with no effect on drill frame
height

Moving around a corner or obstacle is easy as the operator simply
selects a left or right turn and the process becomes automated
to guide the drill. Once around the obstacle the operator just
resets the wheels to drive straight

The X30 Apollo full colour touch screen controller provides unmatched monitoring
and control of the air seeder and supports valued options such as Auto Section
Control and Variable Rate. The ISO Apollo system allows you to use the existing 
virtual terminal on your tractor to monitor air seeder operation

The new PackMASTER drill control function helps achieve uniform packing
pressure, especially useful across eneven paddock conditions. Choose
from four different packer wheel options
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The 3420 practically hides behind the tractor when in
transport position as it is able to fold down to only 5.6m
(18.2ft) wide and 5m (16.6ft) high

Bourgault 3420 Paralink Hoe Drill

The TransFold system of the 3420
was the brainchild of designer Terry
Friggstad and took 5 years to bring
to market
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When the 3420 Series planter is fed by a
Bourgault tow behind 7000 Series airseeder,
the airkit capacity is also matched for high
productivity with flow rates of up to
235kg/ha at typical ground speeds of
around 8kph  

On Bourgault’s 7000 Series Air seeders all product metering runs off
the PDM-Pro system that incorporates a  hydraulic drive metering 
system that is super smooth and easy to set. This drive system also
allows for near-instant, on the go changes to seed and fertiliser rates
automatically maintaining accuracy when using map based prescription
variable rate control

On Bourgault’s 7000 Series Air seeders the KNEX integral tank 
system allows all four main tanks to meter individually, or several tanks
can be combined to meter as one. A non-metering, FLEX bin further
increases your ability to optimise distribution. Combine the contents of
the FLEX bin or divert its contents in only a matter of minutes

Powerfarming
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The operator then drives
forward and the wings fold
back with the tyres self-adjusting
to align with the drill angle.  
The folded wing frames are
then locked together and the
front wings fold up ready for
transport.  
Once rolling the operator
uses the X30 to control 4 sets
of steerable tyres to corner the
long length of the folded drill
easily. Systematically, the
unfold sequence follows the
same procedure in a reverse
order.
In the paddock, excellent
flotation is achieved with 
substantially sized 21.5x16.1 lug
tyres on the front casters and a
combination of 480/45D17,
380/55R22.5 and 380/55R16.5
in-frame running gear.  
A hydraulically controlled
TreadLite flotation system
applies a constant down force
on each of two 21.5x16 wheels
at the rear of the drill.  
The TreadLite wheels contour
up and down independently

over uneven terrain with no
effect on drill frame height.  
A float setting is accessible
through the X30 Apollo if the
operator gets caught in a
sticky or soft situation.  
In total, this gives the 30.5m
(100ft) units 22 tyres on the
ground in paddock position, 16
tyres for the 24.4m (80ft) unit,
and of these tyres, 14 (30.5m)
and 10 (24.4m) remain on the
ground for transport.  
Due to its rear in-frame 
running gear the 3420 has a
contour depth that is 40 per
cent less than Bourgault’s 3320
Series and improves contour
following very well. When
equipped with the XTC openers,
the contour-ability is claimed
to be unmatched by any 
independent drill.  
The 3420 drills also have
excellent contouring across
their massive width with pivot
points off the main frame
allowing left and right sides to
contour independently of each
other.
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Fed by a Bourgault tow
behind 7000 Series airseeder,
airkit capacity is also matched
for high productivity with flow
rates of up to 325kg/ha (30.5m)
and 450kg/ha (24.4m) at typical
ground speeds of around 8kph.
The airkit is set out as an 8
or 10 port system similar to a
pair of smaller drills and can
also be configured to benefit
from Bourgault’s Auto Section
Control (ASC) system.  
Both the airseeder, with or
without ASC and the drill are
controlled by the X30 Apollo
making the in-cab fixtures neat
and operator intuitive.
Tractor requirements for the
30.5m (100ft) 3420-100 drill
with 254mm (10-in) opener
spacing, MRB’s and 7700 tank
is recommended at 441kW
(600hp)-plus engine power with
hydraulic capacity able to meet
22036kpa (3200psi) with 19mm
(0.75-in) couplers.  
The 24.4m (80ft) 3420-80 with
smaller tanks and wider spacing
will require 405kW (550hp).

To refine their 3420 Series
Paralink Hoe Drill designs
prior to the product release,
Bourgault’s development process
enlisted the help of large farming
co-operators.  
Bourgault believes in providing
farmers with a wide range of
choices so they can select
what works best for their 
operation. 
The 3420-80 Paralink Hoe
Drill provides a size overlap
between the Series 3420 and
3320 Paralink Hoe Drills, each
Series with their specific
strengths. 
Whereas the 3420-100 has
the advantage of a 30.5m
(100ft) working width but still
provides an extremely low and
narrow transport profile. 
The good news is that
regardless of the choice, growers
and contractors will receive a
superior built planter with the
Bourgault 3420 Series Paralink
Hoe Drill and it’s a worthy 
winner of the Power Farming
Planter of the Year 2017. �


